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Executive Summary/Abstract 

The popularity of blockchain technology is on the rise due to the boom of Bitcoin and 

Ethereum. Blockchain technology’s decentralized immutable record keeping has created 

waves of interest in different application areas. The introduction of smart contracts has 

expanded the horizon for blockchains. However, misuse of blockchain features threaten the 

acceptance of blockchain technology. The prevalence of fraud and money laundering in 

cryptocurrency blockchain applications are the most common examples of this misuse. We 

cover the deficiencies of current research by developing an agnostic approach that 

accounts for the evolving and unpredictable patterns misuse presents in the data 

regardless of the blockchain technology application area. We employ graph theory and 

robust principal component analysis to take advantage of blockchain graph properties to 

identify, monitor and visualize anomalous transaction subgraphs. 
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Goals and Objectives 
The data integrity of blockchain technology makes it a perfect record ledger. Blockchain 
technology is associated with applications such as asset recording and tracking, document 
version control, supply chain management, IOT and smart contracts. The most prominent 
applications of blockchain technology are in distributed cryptocurrency management of 
Bitcoin and Ether. The popularity of cryptocurrencies has increased interest into 
blockchains and creating further applications for blockchains. 
 
However, like most advances in technology, it is not bulletproof. Blockchain technology 
applications are prone to misuse. Though blockchain technology attacks such as 
double spending, forking and de-anonymization exist, misuse is a different act all together. 
Misuse involves taking advantage of blockchain technology application features to conduct 
illegal activities. Misuse can be intentional or a mistake. Misuses include money laundering 
[38], fraud [25], running of illegitimate marketplaces [9] and gambling in cryptocurrency 
applications. In Internet-of-Things, blockchains are plagued with malicious code injections 
in transactions to eclipse nodes for fraudulent intentions [43]. These misuses are 
detrimental to current applications of blockchain technologies and prevent the adoption of 
blockchain technology in other domains. 
 
The potential losses due to the misuse of blockchain technology has spurred the 
development of anomaly detection models. Majorly, studies use approaches including 
Machine Learning [27], Graph theory [21] and Visual analysis [26] to develop anomaly 
detection models and identify patterns denoting anomaly in cryptocurrency blockchain 
applications. Earlier research focuses on clustering transactions and users to find outliers 
deviating from the majority. Recently, datasets such as the Elliptic dataset [8] based on 
bitcoin data emerged. The dataset is imbalanced and contains just a fraction of the bitcoin 
data. The dataset has promoted supervised learning research using Decision Trees, Graph 
Convolutional Neural networks, and Logistic Regression on identifying illicit and non-illicit 
users [50]. In other supervised learning endeavors, researchers [45] [48] analyze patterns 
and statistics from known fraudulent misuse or malicious users to build models. 
 
However, most blockchain technologies haven’t arrived at a concrete definition of what 
outlier events constitute an anomaly. The data labels in the datasets used for supervised 
learning are from analysis of transactions of known malicious addresses. The models 
trained on these kinds of datasets would be limited to just what they have observed. Given 
the evolution of patterns and range of money laundering activities, it is safe to say the 
limitations of these models are important and could result in failure of the models. In 
unsupervised learning, there is no way to certainly confirm the results of the clustering 
algorithms without established ground truth. Not everything classified as an anomaly is 
misuse or detrimental to an overall system. Outside of misuse and malicious activities, 
outliers could be errors, noise or just unexpected corner cases from legitimate transactions 
and users. Without a clear definition of what constitutes anomaly (ground truth), there 
would be many false positives in the results generated by these studies. Secondly, these 
studies typically focus on just a particular blockchain application. The solutions proffered 
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are application specific and cannot be transferred across domains. 
 
This work develops a novel application domain agnostic Anomaly detection model, using 
graph theory and statistical learning. We believe misuse presents in different patterns over 
a short period of time and they stand out from legitimate transactions. With bitcoin as 
proof-of-concept, we solve the anomaly detection problem in real time by selecting a subset 
of the most recent blocks from the blockchain. Our approach involves converting the 
transactions in the subset of blocks into blockchain transaction graphs. Using the 
embeddings from these graphs, we apply the Robust Principal Component Analysis to 
identify transaction subgraphs deviating from the majority. The results of the model are 
presented in contextual flexible visualizations to a user. 
 
Our model accounts for blockchain application’s large ledger size, high dynamicity, 
forbidden node/edge deletion and frequent node/edge additions. Unlike solutions from 
other studies, it accounts for evolving anomalous behaviors over shorter periods of time 
and varying user behavior patterns. While maintaining computational efficiency, the 
approach provides a visual representation conveying relevant information to a decision 
maker regardless of their level of expertise. It is truly agnostic and can be applied across 
blockchain application areas. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows: 

• Developed a broadscale anomaly detection solution based on graph theory and 
statistical learning generalizing the concept of anomaly and suggests a rapid, 
flexible, 
application-domain agnostic anomaly detection, which can complement and be 
integrated into current and future applications employing blockchain technologies. 

• Created an interactive visual interface to convey the results of the anomaly model 
to provide enough information for non-technical decision makers. 
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Differences from Current State of Art 
The widespread use of blockchains, while profitable, has also revealed deficiencies in 
blockchain technology applications. Blockchains are susceptible to a wide array of misuse 
that target their growth. These misuses are seen particularly in distributed cryptocurrency 
management systems such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. 
 
Cryptocurrencies have become a hub for fraud, money laundering [38] and Ponzi 
schemes [25], ransom payments [35], gambling and operation of illegal marketplaces 
[9]. These illegal activities are not new concepts. However, they are thriving under 
the anonymity and absence of a centralized authority because criminals can maintain 
anonymity and evade law enforcement. Countermeasures set in place to detect illegal 
financial activities in centralized financial institutions do not work with cryptocurrencies. 
Even when malicious activity is identified, not much can be done due to the lack of 
regulation and censorship over account creation and ownership. 
 
The popularity of bitcoin and ether as assets that could appreciate in value has caused 
a rise in the number of blockchain based cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies have become 
tradable commodities that have fiat currency values. Individuals buy cryptocurrency in 
hopes of an appreciation in value. Activities to maliciously increase market value such as 
pump and dump [36], wash trading [49], whale trading and High Yield Investment Schemes 
[48] are being undertaken by malicious groups. These groups use manipulation strategies 
to drive up interest and attention to a particular crypto asset. The result being unassuming 
individuals would invest in cryptocurrency and drive the market value of the 
cryptocurrency up. When the market value goes up, the market manipulators cash out and 
cause the market value to plummet. 
 
Crypto heists are frequent occurrences on large and small scales. In the last couple 
of years, such heists have occurred in large crypto exchanges [3] [2] [19] [13] [6] [14]. The 
main drawback faced by perpetrators of crypto heists is the details of the thefts can be 
viewed on the cryptocurrencies blockchain ledger; meaning the perpetrator’s addresses  
and amount stolen can be seen by all the other nodes. This leads to ostracization of 
participating addresses by legitimate individuals and entities. This ostracization could 
spread to any address receiving the stolen crypto asset(s). Criminals, in a bid to overcome 
the ostracization, exploit the anonymity and decentralized nature of cryptocurrency 
blockchains through a variety of methods including Peeling and Coin mixing. Peeling [39] 
involves making transactions transferring low amounts of cryptocurrency at unsuspecting 
times to different addresses, probably in exchange for fiat currency. The amounts are 
usually low enough to avoid raising suspicion at currency exchanges or with law 
enforcement. Another popular strategy is Coin Mixing [37] which is used for further 
anonymization in cryptocurrency blockchains. Coin mixing involves mixing coins from 
different wallets as inputs into transactions, so whomever is tracing a wallet’s spending or 
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transactions can no longer tell the provenance of a coin. 
 
In 2017, bitcoin underwent a flood attack involving a malicious individual flooding 
the bitcoin mempool with hundreds or thousands of low value transactions in a bid 
to overwhelm the blockchain [42]. Transaction flooding could be replicated on other 
blockchain applications using a mempool to store unconfirmed transactions about to be 
mined. 
Ethereum introduced smart contracts, which are self-executing programs that run 
when predetermined conditions are met. Criminals take advantage of smart contracts to 
include loopholes, such as recursively calling a function to empty a wallets crypto assets 
[15]. Smart contracts with excess gas could be exploited to conduct Denial of Service 
attacks [29]. There are a host of smart contract attacks such as Oracle manipulation [17], 
Frontrunning [11], Force Feeding [10], Griefing [12]. 
 
Outside of cryptocurrency, blockchains are being incorporated in the Internet of 
Things (IOT) digital revolution to create shared databases for communities of IOT de- 
vices. These devices engage in transaction creation and agree on the status of a shared 
database. Nefarious individuals would introduce transactions containing malicious code 
into the blockchain [43]. The malicious code manipulates nodes to deviate from the global 
chain causing an eclipse attack. Eclipsing nodes creates forks and reduces the number of 
honest nodes on the global chain. 
 
Anomaly detection in blockchain technology is very important to successfully detect 
and predict attacks and misuse. Researchers are developing and deploying a large number 
of anomaly detection models for various blockchain technology applications. The anomaly 
models are of three main categories. The categories identify anomalies at the transaction 
level, user level and smart contract level. 
 
The first category reflects studies that focus on classifications of user’s addresses into 
malicious user addresses or non-malicious user addresses. In [41] Nerurkar et al developed 
a lightweight ensemble of decision trees, splitting users into 16 categories of licit and illicit 
users. They also provided a dataset identifying nine independent and discriminating 
features. Bartoletti et al [25] employs data mining on a self-constructed dataset of real-
world Ponzi scheme transactions from bitcoin data. They also experiment with Machine 
Learning algorithms to identify Ponzi schemes and the facilitating addresses in bitcoin. 
Akora et al [21] are using graph data analytics to detect ransomware transactions and 
addresses that make use of bitcoin. They employ address elimination heuristics to guide 
cyber security address analysis. Brinckman et al [27] used clustering algorithms to identify 
suspicious outlier accounts that could be anomalous based on user transaction history. 
Toyoda et al [48] identifies malicious addresses facilitating fraudulent activities, such as 
High yield Investment scams. They build models based on the transactions data from 
known offenders. Several studies such as [32] [45] engage in deanonymization techniques 
to identify and unmask users who facilitate misuse on cryptocurrency blockchains. 
Bitlodine, a tool developed by Spagnuolo et al., successfully identified addresses used by 
Silk Road creator Ross Ulbrich. 
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Unlike other studies that identify patterns from anomalous user data, [24] find Bitcoin 
Generator Scams by crawling the web and looking for pages advertising Bitcoin based 
High Yield Investment Programs to lure individuals in. They built a classifier to classify 
instances returned by search engines. The approach is important because of its pro- 
activeness in stopping fraud before it occurs. 
 
The second category consists of studies aiming to identify anomalous transactions. 
Weber et al [50] contributed one of the largest publicly available Bitcoin datasets. The 
dataset is a time series graph of Bitcoin transactions, directed payment flows and node 
features. Weber et al used the Logistic Regression, Random Forests, Graph Convolutional 
Networks and Multilayer Perceptron Networks to classify transactions as licit, illicit, or 
unknown. Other studies develop models with the [50]’s dataset. Alarab et al [22] further 
uses the dataset, excluding the unknown labels, to design ensemble methods that reduced 
the false positives from [50] without increasing false negatives. Lorenz et al [38] reduces 
the labels needed in model building. They achieved high levels of accuracy building a 
model similar in performance to [50] using only 5% of the datasets label. Real time models 
such as [26] pulls visualizable statistics from Ethereum blockchain to develop anomaly 
models. They use ML to study the complex behavior of these statistical features to identify 
potential outliers marked out visually on a dashboard showing visualizations of these 
statistics. 
 
The final category involves studies identifying weaknesses generated by smart con- 
tracts. HoneyBadger [47] is a tool developed using symbolic execution and defined 
heuristics to identify honeypots. The authors studied thousands of smart contracts and 
gained insights on the anatomy of honeypots. They outlined 8 honeypot techniques in use 
as a reference for users and to guide other researchers. Another effort to counter 
honeypots was by [30]. The authors analyzed the operation code of smart contracts to 
construct a series of N-Gram based features. They then used a LightGBM to identify 
honeypot smart contracts. Authors in [34] analyze and identify anomalous behavior 
pattern in smart contract data. They then trained an LSTM model using 14 features 
manually derived from smart contracts. In [46], Tann et al uses an LSTM to analyze smart 
contract weaknesses and detect smart contract security threats. They make use of 
sequential models, so the model performance improves as smart contracts evolve. 
 
Not all approaches fall into these three categories. [31] analyzed the effects of flooding a 
mempool with useless transactions to increase transaction pending time in Ethereum. They 
built decision tree models to detect these flood attacks (DoS) with high accuracy. In [44], 
Signorini et al develop a distributed framework to protect members of distributed 
blockchains from eclipse attacks. The framework monitors the blockchain and retrieves 
eclipse attack logs in transactions from attacked nodes. The attack logs are used to create a 
threat model, which is distributed to all the nodes. By distributing the threat model, the 
framework fosters resilience among the other nodes. 
 
Hassan et al [33] points out that care has to be taken with anomaly detection datasets 
and the models created from them. Researchers should ensure that false positives are 
minimized, because actions taken against malicious addresses, wallets and contracts would 
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remain on a blockchains ledger forever and be immutable. There is an abundance of data 
from blockchain applications, but at the same time, there is a scarcity of well curated 
blockchain datasets for anomaly detection. Due to the decentralized nature of blockchain 
applications, there has to be a consensus throughout the blockchain’s network on what 
constitutes an anomaly. In solutions involving clustering techniques, there is no ground 
truth to solidify the findings of the studies. Anomalies and anomalous behaviors differ 
across blockchain applications. Studies aim to overcome this difficulty by developing 
datasets based on their methodology. Their methods rely on identification of patterns in 
past data from the blockchain application. Studies do not consider the fact that misuse 
occurs over a short period of time. Also, they do not account for the evolving nature of 
misuse patterns in data. There is the issue of flexibility in cryptocurrency blockchain 
applications that allows malicious users access to many points of entry into the system. The 
solutions proffered by these studies, are also non-agnostic and cannot be implemented 
across blockchain technology domains. 
 
Misuse activities such as fraud and money laundering operate on dynamic levels of 
complexity. Unlike studies in this section, we acknowledge misuse patterns present in the 
blockchain data are ever changing and evolve with time. We take advantage of intricate 
blockchain graph characteristics such as the large ledger size, forbidden node and edge 
deletions and continuous addition of nodes and edges in our anomaly detection approach. 
We counter the lack of consensus approved ground truth and reduce false positives by 
providing a user of the blockchain with a visual tool to monitor and detect anomalous 
transaction graphs in an efficient manner to guide their decision making. The solution 
would complement existing blockchain technology applications and can be integrated into 
future applications. 
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Methods and Datasets  
Our approach has two parts. First, we convert a blockchain transactions into a graph 
representation of disjoint subgraphs. Secondly, using statistical anomaly detection 
methods, we identify anomalous subgraphs and display them for a user. Analogous to the 
51% majority assumption in Bitcoin network, our main assumption is that the majority of 
the disconnected transaction subgraphs are from honest parties and non-anomalous. In 
addition, we believe the anomalous subgraphs deviate from the normal ones in time. 

 

Graph Representation 

 
To efficiently solve the problem in real time, first we introduce the concept of a “sliding 
block”. The sliding block captures and filters a subset of the k recent blocks in the 
blockchain. We only require a subset of blocks on the blockchain because we believe 
anomalous transactions deviate from non-anomalous transactions in time. Secondly, we 
represent the blocks in the sliding window as a graph. The graph is a function of the 
transactions in the blocks of the sliding window. 
 
To go into further detail, let |W| = {Blatest, … , Blatest−k} be a sliding window capturing k 
blocks in a blockchain. Each block Bi in |W| consists of transactions T = {Ti, … , Tn}. 
Traditionally, transactions are made up of a set of inputs Ii = {Ii, … , Ih} and a set of outputs 

Oi = {O1, … , Op}. The number of inputs and outputs in each Ti is represented by h and p. 

 
   

𝒢(Ti, Ti
j
) = (Vi, Ei) 

(1) 
 

Let 𝒢(Ti, Ti
j
) in eqn1 be a function that converts the transactions to transaction graphs.  

Vi is the set of vertices created by the union of Ii and Oi and an artificial vertex Ti
j
.  

Ti
j
 is created to represent the transaction. The edges of each transaction graph are 

represented as Ei = {(v, Ti
j
) | v ≠ Ti

j
, v ∈ Vi}. All the non-transaction vertices connect 

to the created vertex Ti
j
. These connections are the edges that depict the relationship of 

the vertices to the transaction. All input vertices have outward edges connecting them to 
the transaction showing the flow of tokens into a transaction. The transaction vertex also 
has edges running outward to the different output vertices to show token distribution to 
the recipients. 
 

G = ⋃ 𝒢(Ti, Ti
j
)

c

i=1

= (V, E) 

    (2) 
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A graph G is created from eqn 2. G is the union of all transaction graphs in the sliding 

window |W|. Each 𝒢(Ti, Ti
j
) then becomes a subgraph of G. c is the total number 

of transactions which is equal to the total number of subgraphs in the slide. 
 
Every blockchain has a balance model which saves the state of each wallet. The two 
most common balance models are the Unspent Transaction Output (UTXO) model used 
by bitcoin and the Global Account model used by Ethereum. The UTXO model allows 
tracing of tokens across the blockchain ledger. The UTXO model makes use of a wallet’s 
unspent transaction output as input for future transactions. Before a token is used as an 
input in a current transaction, the token has to be unlocked by the recipient who gained 
ownership of it in a previous transaction. The unlocking of a token serves to 
prove legitimate ownership of the token. By tracing the path of UTXOs into inputs, 
incident edges emerge showing the path of tokens in the network. The derivation of these 
incident edges means the total number of subgraphs present has to be updated from c to v. 
This occurs because the total number of transaction subgraphs v is no longer applicable, 
because subgraphs with incident edges between them merge to become larger subgraphs. 
It should also be noted that while the number of subgraphs become less, there are also 
scenarios where v is equal to c. These scenarios occur when incident edges do not exist in 
graph representation of the sliding window. The absence of incident edges happens 
because the sliding window contains only a subset of blocks on the blockchain ledger and 
none of the inputs was generated from an output present in the window. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Creating Subgraph incident links to connect past transactions 
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Figure 1 displays a visual representation of what has been described in this subsection. 
The top left-hand corner shows the selection of blocks in the window. The arrow points 
downward to the next two steps in the graph generation: The first representing the 
transactions as individual subgraphs and the second deriving the incident links in the 
sliding window to connect subgraphs that have common tokens. The subgraph highlighted 
in red occurs when incident edges connect multiple individual transaction subgraphs with 
common tokens. 
 
The next major step in our approach is deriving a graph embedding of G. When 
comparing graphs against each other, it is profitable to employ centrality measures to 
represent important characteristics of the graphs in comparison. Centrality measures in 
graph theory are a vital tool for understanding the topological features of graphs. They 
help to identify important vertices in a graph by comparing vertices and how they affect 
the overall graph structure. For the graph embedding of G, four centrality measures are 
employed: 
 

• Degree: measure how well connected a vertex is by checking the number of edges 
said vertex has to other vertices in the subgraph. The two-degree centrality 
measures 

• Indegree: is a representation of the number of edges directed at a particular 
vertex. 

• Outdegree: is the number of edges from a vertex directed at other vertices. 
• Closeness: is the average distance between the vertex and other vertices in the 

subgraph. It is the inverse of the sum of the total distance to all the other vertices. 
 

• Eigenvector: is used to measure how much influence a vertex has in the network by 
measuring the influence of the vertices the vertex is connected to. 
These centralities along with the first four moments of their distribution are used to 
represent the subgraphs of G. Let the vector xi

p
 represent the graph embedding of 

each subgraph. The embedding matrix X for the graph is seen in eqn3 
 

𝐺 = 𝑿𝒗×𝒑 

(3) 

Anomaly Model 
An anomaly is a particular pattern in the data that deviates from what is considered 
normal behavior in data patterns of the subject matter. These deviations could be new 
patterns, noise, outliers, corner cases or criminal activity. Anomalies could be harmful or 
harmless and have to be investigated to know what appropriate actions to take. To identify 
these anomalous subgraphs, we apply Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA). RPCA 
[28] is an augmented version of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) that accounts for 
outlier problems encountered with traditional PCA. Simply put, a dataset with high 
dimensions can be split into a linear combination of two data matrices of equal dimensions. 
The first matrix retains most of the information of the original dataset. 
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The second matrix is a sparse matrix that contains outliers. RPCA has been applied 
successfully in anomaly detection in video surveillance for object detection in a cluttered 
background and removing shadows in face recognition [28]. 
 
 

X = minL,S||L||∗ + λ||S||1 
 

(4) 
 

By applying RPCA to the matrix X, it is decomposed into a low rank matrix L and 
a sparse matrix S. The sparse matrix S captures the anomalous subgraphs such that 
||X −  L −  S||F

2 where ||L∥∗ is the nuclear norm of L, ∥S||1 is the one norm of S, λ is 
the Sparsity Parameter and ||X −  L −  S||F

2 is the Frobenius norm of X −  L −  S. 
The decomposition compiles the non-anomalous parts of X in L and anomalous parts 
in S. We compute the Z-scores over the columns of S and decide the anomalous embeddings 
with respect to their distributions. Subgraphs with absolute Z-score > 3 are 
classified as anomalous. Finally, we visualize the anomalous subgraphs obtained from S for 
monitoring and investigation purposes. Our goal is to allow users to detect, monitor and 
explore anomalous-looking transactions. The users would be the final decision 
makers and would also determine what actions to take on the anomalous subgraphs. 
This approach would account for the limitations we believe other blockchain anomaly 
detection models face. This approach can be utilized on any UTXO based blockchain 
domain due to its agnostic nature. Employing statistical computations on just a subset 
of data ensures the model is light weight and computationally efficient. Blockchain ap- 
plications have not achieved a consensus on what an anomaly constitutes. Our model 
generalizes anomalies in a time frame and presents it all to the user to make the final 
decision based on their blockchain technology application area. 
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Results 
 
This section contains results from the implemented anomaly model. The results are 
displayed as graph visualizations of the sliding window. The graph visualizations are 
color coded to aid the users in understanding. Purple nodes are used to denote inputs, the 
burnt orange color is used to denote the transaction nodes and the mustard color is used to 
denote the output node. The links have directional arrows to show the relationships the 
nodes have with each other. The input nodes have edges connecting them to a transaction 
node to signify the flow of tokens into a transaction. 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Simple Transaction Subgraph 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Multi Input Transaction Subgraph 

 

The transaction nodes have outward edges linking them to the output nodes. These 
outward edges to the output show the dispersion of tokens to the recipients. Figure 5 
is an example of a bitcoin transaction subgraph. There is a single input connected to a 
transaction node paying tokens to two recipients. The subgraph in figure 5 is a simple 
stand-alone transaction with no incident edges to other subgraphs. Fig 6 is another 
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example of a transaction with no incident edges. These types of subgraphs are typical in 
our analysis. 
  
 

 Class Block 
A  Input 739774 
B  Tx 739774 
C  UTXO 739774 
D  Redeemed UTXO/Input 739774/739777 
E  Input 739775 
F  Tx 739775/739777 
G  UTXO 739775 
H  UTXO 739775 
I  Redeemed UTXO/Input 739777 
J  Tx 739777 

K  UTXO 739777 
L  UTXO 739777 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Subgraph with incident edges across transactions 
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However, figure 7 is a more complicated subgraph. It is a larger subgraph created when 
incident edges exist between subgraphs. The incident edges link UTXOs used in future 
transactions. Table 1 identifies the parts of the subgraph in fig 7. This subgraph is 
present in the sliding window of k = 5 containing bitcoin blocks 739777, 739776, 739775, 
739774, 739773. The subgraph is made up of three transactions B, F, J. Transaction B 
occurs first in block 739774. It has one input A and two outputs C and D. Transaction F 
occurs next in the timeline. It has one input E and three outputs I, G and H. The final 
transaction is J. It makes use of two UTXOs, I from transaction F and D from transaction B. 
The outputs of J are K and L. Nodes I and D are denoted as purple nodes because they are 
now inputs. 
 

 
Figure 8: Single bitcoin block as a disjoint graph. 
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Figure 8 shows a disjoint graph representation of transactions in a single bitcoin block. 
The block is one of the earlier bitcoin blocks consisting of stand-alone transactions without 
incident links. However, Bitcoin’s increased popularity and its mining time of ten minutes 
results in a large number of transactions in blocks. Typically, recent blocks have hundreds 
to thousands of transactions and visualizing them on the view plane at the same time 
causes a clutter. The clutter causes a loss of important information and defeats the goal of 
efficient visualization. Fig 9 is an example of a cluttered display of a graph. We 
implemented a work around to ensure users could receive the maximum amount 
information from the display. We split the display plane vertically into two parts. 

• A Left Side containing circular nodes. These circular nodes individually correspond 
to subgraphs in the sliding window. The nodes are also designed to convey 
information about the subgraph they represent. Each node on the Left Side, is either 
blue or red. The node color conveys the result of the anomaly model: blue for non-
anomalous subgraphs and red for anomalous subgraphs. The sizes of the nodes are 
proportional to the Z score of the subgraphs embeddings. The size differentiation is 
so the user can tell how much a subgraph deviates from the current normal. 

• A user can select a subgraph to view from the Left Side. The subgraph is then 
displayed on The Right Side. The right side displays just the selected subgraph. 
 

Fig 10 shows the results of our solution. The Left Side of figure displays all the sub- 
graphs present in the sliding window containing the blocks 739777, 739776, 739775, 
739774, 739773. The right side displays the currently selected subgraph at the time 
of the screenshot. Fig 10 should be contrasted with fig 9 which is a screenshot of the 
graph representing part of just block 739777. 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Single bitcoin block with multi transaction subgraphs as a disjoint graph. 
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The clutter solution also allows for interactive features that cannot be experienced 
on paper. The interactive features include zooming into and zooming out of nodes, 
displaying node and subgraph data when a user is examining a particular graph and 
directional moving particles to denote movement of tokens across a subgraph. 
 
Subgraphs come in different shapes and sizes. In subgraphs such as those in Fig 5, 
much of its information can be extracted from a glance. Not all subgraphs are as simple. 
Fig 11 is an example of a complicated subgraph. The interactive features aid users to 
zoom in and explore the clusters of interconnected transactions. 
 
Other results of the anomaly model can be viewed in fig 12 and fig 13. Fig 12 is 
a representation of a sliding window consisting of block 500, 499, 498, 497, 496. 
 

 
Figure 10: Clutter solution showing Left Side and Right Side split in a full display plane. 
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Figure 11: Large Interconnected Transaction Subgraph 
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None of the subgraphs are classified as anomalous. This occurs in earlier blocks consisting 
of just miner transactions. As bitcoin transactions increase in number become more 
complex, diverse subgraph shapes and size become prevalent. Fig 13A shows the left side 
display for the sliding window consisting of blocks 120000, 119999, 119998, 119997, 
119996. Fig 13B - 13F shows all the anomalous subgraphs. 
 

 
Figure 12: Sliding Window with no Anomalous Subgraphs detected 

 

 
Figure 13: Sliding Window with five Anomalous Subgraphs. A is the Left Side and B - F are Right Side displays of each 

Anomalous Subgraph. 
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Functionality of Innovation(s) 

Presented with a subset of the latest blocks in a blockchain, our approach represents the 
blockchain’s transaction as graphs. Due to the UTXO system employed by most blockchains, 
we link subgraphs via incident nodes to connect subsequent transactions involving the 
blockchain tokens. Using centrality measures, we obtain the graph embeddings to build a 
data matrix. By performing Robust Principal Component Analysis, the data matrix is 
decomposed into two equal sized matrices that capture the anomalous and non-anomalous 
subgraphs.  

In addition to the anomaly model, we have developed an entire system using a client-server 
architecture. The system includes the anomaly detection model. The system allows a client 
to send a request (a block height/index) to the server. The server runs the anomaly 
detection model on the clients request and displays the results as force directed graphs. 
The visualization provides a graphic display of the results of the anomaly model on the 
client’s request. The visualization is to aid the user in making the final decision on whether 
a subgraph is just an outlier or malicious. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Misuse of blockchain technology has become prevalent in all blockchain applications. The 
most rampant of these misuses is seen in cryptocurrency blockchains. Malicious individuals 
take advantage of the features of blockchain applications to carry out new versions of pre-
existing fraudulent acts in new domains. The evolving patterns of these acts, rigidity of 
approach of solutions proposed by examined studies and lack of ground truth to 
sufficiently label data provides deficiencies in existing anomaly detection solutions. We 
account for all this in our solution. We generalize anomalies and monitor transaction level 
blockchain graphs to detect anomalous subgraphs as they evolve through time. We do this 
by representing a subset of the most recent blockchain data as transaction subgraphs. 
Using Robust principal component analysis, we decompose a data matrix of graph 
embedding to extract anomalous subgraphs. We present these anomalous transaction 
subgraphs in contextual and flexible visual representations to a user for investigation and 
final decision making. Unlike other approaches, our solution can be applied to blockchain 
technology across any application domain. 
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Impact and Uses/Benefits 

Anomaly detection in blockchain has been studied by various researchers. Various 

approaches have been studied, but they face a few setbacks. The main setbacks are a lack of 

consensus on what constitutes an anomaly in a blockchain application, a lack of ground truth 

to confirm the findings of the studies and the size of data involved in blockchain applications. 

Previous studies also have not provided a generalized anomaly detection model that can be 

applied across blockchain applications. 

In addition to these setbacks, an anomaly detection model must take a blockchain 

application’s large ledger size, high dynamicity, forbidden node/edge deletion and frequent 

node/edge additions, evolving anomalous behaviors over shorter periods of time and 

capricious user behavior patterns into consideration. These blockchain characteristics can 

be overwhelming to a user/observer trying to study/investigate the blockchain application. 

Our system combats this by providing a tool for users to ease the strain. Our system can be 

applied across various blockchain applications to identify anomalous subgraphs that are 

involved in some sort of misuse. The system represents the results/findings in a visual 

medium to the user to aid in further investigation.  
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Appendix 

Implementation 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Block Structure 

 

 
Figure 3: Transaction Structure 

 
This section discusses the practical application of our approach. Bitcoin is used as 
proof of concept because bitcoin data is public, and Bitcoin uses a UTXO model. Bit- 
coin uses unspent transaction outputs as inputs for future transactions. When a sender 
transfers bitcoin to a receiver in a transaction, the coins are restricted with the receiver’s  
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public key thus giving only the recipient the ability to spend the coins. This means each 
input is a UTXO from an address’s previous transaction, which is being entered into a 
current transaction and transferred to another wallet address or back to the same address 
to account for change. 
 
The blockchain data is pulled as JSON APIs from www.blockchain.info. Each block’s 
metadata contains the block height, block hash, number of transactions, time, miner and 
a list of transactions in the block. Each transaction is made up of at least one input and 
one output. The structure of the data is shown in fig 2 and fig 3. 
 
The implementation consists of two parts: a client and a server. The server receives 
and processes requests from a client and sends the results back to the client to display. 
The architecture of the system can be seen in Fig 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Architecture of the implemented Client-Server model 

 
Server 
Programing language: Python 
Tools : Flask, Pandas, Networkx, Scipy libraries. 
 
The server houses the anomaly model. It receives a query from the client. The query 
is a block number containing the starting point of the slide. The server consists of a 
combination of modules the query passes through to produce an output for the client. 
The server is a combination of two connected modules. They are the WebSocket and Block 
Runner. 
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WebSocket: 
The WebSocket module is responsible for sending and receiving requests from the client. 
It parses a request from the client web application to the web server. It also sends the 
results of the processed request from the server back to the client. The WebSocket is 
handled by Flask’s Web Server Gateway Interface and Werkzeug. 
 
Block Runner: 
Block Runner is the main area of interest. It is responsible for processing the request 
and sending the response to the client. It does this in a number of steps outlined below: 
 

1. Slide Generator: With the request, the Block Runner generates an array of k 
block numbers. This array corresponds to the sliding window |W| that was 
introduced in the methodology. 

2. API Call: The server makes API calls to an external service 
https://www.blockchain.com 
to request the block information for every block number in the slide. The service 
returns a JSON response for each block. The JSON structure for each block is 
shown in fig 2 and 3. 

3. Node Edge Generator: By processing through the transactions for each block, 
three classes of nodes are created. Each node is a data object containing a key value 
pair of information. The node classes are: 

• Output Nodes: The output nodes are the nodes that are created by processing 
a transaction’s outputs. The output nodes have unique IDs created from 
the transaction index of their transaction and their output index. Other in- 
formation such as the value and recipient address are included in the node 
object. 

• Input Nodes: The input nodes are created by processing the inputs for each 
transaction. Inputs are created from an unspent transaction output. Input 
IDs are created from the unspent output’s transaction index and output 
index. The input nodes also record information such as the value and wallet 
address. 

• Transaction Nodes: These nodes represent the transactions. Their 
transaction index serves as their unique ID. All the nodes in the blocks of the 
slide are stored as elements in an array. The edges are created to connect 
nodes. Each edge has a source and a target. The source and the target imply 
the direction of the edge. There are three classes of edges: 

• Edges connecting input nodes to the transaction nodes 
 

• Edges connecting the transaction nodes to the output nodes 
• Edges connecting output nodes to the transaction nodes using them as 

inputs. 
These edges are the incident edges that connect subgraphs. The source of 
the edge is the output node being used as an input. The edge target is the 
transaction node where the output is being used as an input. 

              All the edges are stored as elements in an array. 
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4. Anomaly Model: Networkx is a graph manipulation library in Python used to 
create graphs. The edge array is used to create a graph with the digraph method. 
Networkx creates the graph object as a disjoint graph. Using Networkx, the four 
centrality measures are calculated for each subgraph. The first four moments of 
each subgraphs centralities distribution are also computed. 
 
RPCA is provided by the tensorly decomposition library from Python. The RPCA 
decomposes the data frame and returns two data frames(low rank and sparse). 
The Z score of the sparse dataframe returns a new dataframe that contains values 
representing the standard deviations for each column. 
 

5. Json Converter: The last part of the Block Runner module converts all the re- 
sulting data into a JSON object to be sent to the client. The JSON object is 
returned back to the websocket. The websocket then proceeds to relay this JSON 
object through flask to the client as a response to the query. 
 

Client 
Programming Languages: Javascript, HTML, CSS, Flask. 
Tools: D3.js, Bootstrap 
 
The client side of the application is the GUI side. It is the part of the application the user 
interacts with. The web application is designed using flask, HTML, CSS and Javascript. 
It is split into two main parts: 

1. Flask: Flask provides the communication websockets through the Web Server 
Gateway Interface and Werkzeug. The websocket creates a communication link to 
the server. Flask’s jinja2 is used with HTML and CSS to design the web pages for the 
client side. The web application contains a homepage and a display page. Both pages 
contain a textbox that takes a block height query which is relayed to the server. 
 

2. Javascript: When the block height is sent to a server and a JSON response is 
received, the JSON response is sent to a javascript function displaying the response. 
This visualization is handled by the D3 force library. D3-Force is a visualization 
library in javascript that enables force directed graph displays. It is used in graph 
visualization, because it uses a velocity verlet integrator to simulate physical forces 
on particles enabling graph components to repel and attract to each other by 
manipulating the forces present in the library. It comes in handy in this project, 
because it serves to prevent overlap of subgraphs so that each subgraph can be 
viewed on its own. However, the large nature of these subgraphs is still an issue. It 
isn’t uncommon to find subgraphs with hundreds of nodes and edges which would 
overlap and cause issues in the view pane. To counter this, the display plane is split 
in two parts: 

• The left side containing circular nodes showing the subgraphs. These 
subgraph nodes are also color coordinated with blue showing non-
anomalous subgraphs and red showing the anomalous subgraphs. The size of 
the subgraph nodes are proportional to the Z score value so that the user can 
see the subgraph distance from the mean.  
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• The right side shows the display of the subgraph after the user has selected 
the 
subgraph to be viewed. 
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